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Refined. Scalable. Integrated.
Thoughtfully designed and thoroughly adaptable, the Compose system brings
your vision to life. In striving to create the most streamlined system possible,
Haworth delivers the consummate combination of aesthetic refinement and
unsurpassed performance.
Compose encourages your creative freedom with solutions that can stand
alone or integrate seamlessly with our Enclose® moveable walls. Strong and
stable, yet distinctively flexible in fabrics, finishes and applications, Compose
performs like no other system available today.

Compose

Compose benching with X Series® Active Storage.

Compose is designed with tremendous stability and broad specification options to meet a wide variety of interior needs. From
distinctive worksurface shapes that promote collaboration to unique worksurface support options, you’ll appreciate everything
Compose can do. Compose benching meets the needs of mobile teams and collaborative work styles, while recognizing the
trend of smaller footprints.

Enclose walls integrated with the Compose system.

The Compose open plan system brings design freedom and performance to the forefront. Whether integrated with Enclose
walls or specified alone, the Compose system offers extensive choice for your interior needs.
Independent panels can be monolithic, segmented or stackable on either with three trim options—full wood, full aluminium,
and thin steel. Overheads, worksurfaces and shelving extend readily to Enclose walls. And Haworth+ materials from Carnegie,
Luna and Maharam enhance your flexibility with interchangeable tiles.
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New Compose Wood Storage Enhancements.
Building upon Compose Systems wood enhancements introduced in 2009,
Compose Wood Storage Enhancements allow Haworth products to address a new
level in the design driven market. Now, we can provide our clients with a wood
storage system superior to that of any competitor in the systems market today.
Designed by Haworth Design Studio.

New Compose Wood Storage Enhancements
Sustainable
• SCS Indoor
Advantage™ Certified
• Forest Stewardship
Certified® (FSC)
Veneer Available

Refined

Accessible

Integrated

Compose Wood Storage provides
warmth for more natural environments
and communicates brand without
sacrificing design. By providing
interchangeable, defining elements,
it follows the architectural design
language of Compose Systems and
Enclose® Moveable Walls.

From open office environments to
private office applications, Compose
Wood Storage offers limitless
options for the various works styles
and organizational cultures. With
sophisticated design at a scalable
price point, Compose Wood Storage
delivers high-end aesthetics within
a broad range of budgets.

Compose Wood Storage integrates
seamlessly with Compose Systems
and Enclose Moveable Walls. Its range
of storage elements, worksurfaces,
and supports assimilate in function,
dimension, and aesthetic to create
fully integrated and visually aligned
workspaces.

Statement of Line
Lower Storage
• Pedestals, lateral files, combination units, and open
shelf lateral files. Attached, or freestanding are available
in various sizes

Other Storage
• Return towers, personal storage towers, wardrobes,
stack-on storage—are all available in various sizes
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